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Explore mindset rituals, affirmations & practices that will serve you 
DAILY to connect to your soul’s work & encourage aligned action.

Welcome to Module 2 fellow soul-fuelled leaders! Now is the time for us to deeply 
commit to what we explored in Module 1.

Decisions, commitments are what TRULY create change and transformation in our lives.

“The universe buries strange jewels deep within us all, 
and then stands back to see if we can find them. So 
this, I believe, is the central question upon which all 

creative living hinges: Do you have the courage to bring 
forth the treasures that are hidden within you?”

~  E L I Z A B E T H  G I L B E R T ,  B I G  M A G I C

Grit, resilience, inspiration & our inner fire are what continually keep us on track. Although 
not needed AS MUCH if we TRULY made a once-and-for-all choice on a certain matter. 
Because when we DEEPLY commit - what’s next is simply the journey to get there, as 
we’ve committed to getting there no matter what, no matter how long it will take.

We started this exploration by putting our goals/dreams/desires into present tense in 
Module 1 / PlaySheet 3 “My Self-Commitment Treasure Map”. If you haven’t already 
- make sure you’ve actioned the 3 PlaySheets from module 1 as they will set a clear 
foundation for you to build upon.

We’ve explored and defined further some desires/ideals in the facets of life important to 
us by connecting into our heart/gut/soul/intuition/passion/drive/fire. Now we’re going to 
look into how we can get our mind on board with our grand plans {or treasure maps!}

We are human at the end of the day. We can get off track from our soul’s desires and 
our pure essence of love. I feel our minds are our reminder of our humanness - as 
it’s often through our inner self talk that fear/self-doubt/sabotage/procrastination get a 
voice. I believe it’s important to do regular mindset work to get my mind on track simply 
because it makes my soul truth shine brighter. Because we are what we are. Our spirit 
wants what it wants. What fires us up is simple. I believe we are spiritual beings having 
a human experience therefore our soul truth at our core is unwavering. I feel uncertainty, 
lack of clarity and ’fogginess’ comes from our perfectly imperfect humanness - playing 
out through our minds. Hence why I believe mindset work, affirmations & rituals are 
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integral to include into our days to help make our journey to living our most soul-fuelled 
existence much easier.

The idea is about getting our mind, our brain to serve US. Rather than letting it run wild 
with whatever it chooses to believe and focus on at any given moment. I often allude to 
the mind as a garden and to us choosing to make our minds into an oasis. I find mindset 
work is the practice of regularly pulling out weeds, planting more flowers & continually 
cultivating the most amazing tranquil oasis we can dream of. Because we’re the only 
ones experiencing our minds - we might as well make them legendary, right?!

HOW WE EXPERIENCE LIFE

Basically everything we experience in our world & daily lives can be broken down a little 
something like this:

 1. Something happens which we witness, which then goes through our   
  senses {visual, auditory, kinesthetic}

 2. And goes through our filters {values, beliefs, decisions, memories}

 3. Which we then delete, distort and generalise based on on those filters

 4. This all goes through our unconscious AND our conscious thinking

 5. Whereby our internal representation of what that MEANS affects our   
  state;  which affects our physiology {and also visa versa}

 6. And our state affects/creates our behaviour.

Phewff! 

So I’m sure there’s WAY more to it than that - and perhaps a more eloquent way of 
presenting it - but I find in my life when I complicate things, it can cause confusion & then 
step me into a more fear-based mind which for me plays out as self-doubt, fear & results 
in MISALIGNED action. NOT FUN! So…. I experimented with simplifying concepts and 
turning ideas into dot points & numbered phases and it has seen radness BLOW UP in 
my life. So it’s something I like to share! By all means, research further into any concepts 
I present - as long as that research isn’t holding you back, then rock & roll, legend!
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So looking at these steps of how we experience and then behave, let’s look at what we 
can control. We can definitely rewire and re-choose our values, beliefs and decisions. 
We can do internal work to change the meaning we’ve placed on memories/experiences 
we’ve had in the past. We can change our physiology {which we’ll explore later}. So a big 
portion of what is in our control can be done via mindset work, rituals and affirmations 
- in terms of values, beliefs, decisions and meaning we place on things. Remember: 
NOTHING has meaning except the meaning WE give it. 

Let’s consider brain plasticity which refers to the amazing ability of the brain to adapt 
and alter itself following changes within the body or in our environment. Change can 
happen in an instant. Any change, whether positive or negative. So cool to remember, 
especially whilst we’re actively designing our soul-fuelled lives RIGHT NOW! Check out 
THIS VIDEO from Deepak Chopra for a short & sweet exploration. 

So in considering the power of our mind by looking at how we experience life AND 
brain plasticity, let’s make the call to ride that bucking bronco instead of it just going 
along mechanically - as life continues happening either way! Knowing these concepts 
makes me realise how important it is to flex our brain muscle & work it out, just as we 
work out our external bodies. And just like when we’re working out our physical bodies 
- remember, transformation comes from tiny changes made often. It’s about daily re-
commitment to living TRULY soul-fuelled {in what that means to us, individually.} This 
can be reinforced via mindset work such as via affirmations and journalling. Whatever 
works for you. Tiny changes, often. One foot in front of the other. You’ve made the 
decision - now it’s simply a matter of WHEN, baby! Keep progressing. You’ve got this.

3 STEP PROCESS TO GETTING 
YOUR MIND ON TEAM YOU, EVEN 

IF SOMETHING FEELS HARD

For mindset work, it can be super simple. Basically, each day, think about the result 
you want and go from there. Here’s an example: “I feel energised and fulfilled because 
I wrote and shared that vulnerable blog post that’s been on my mind.” So the result 
was two-fold here: stopping procrastination and in the way I wanted to feel. Also very 
important to note is the way we word the ‘affirmation’ - as though it’s a done deal, as 
though it’s already happened. So you can easily craft your own intentions/affirmations 
each day by using the tense as though it’s already a reality and focusing on the result. 
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Sometimes you mightn’t list the specific action and may end up affirming that as part of 
your mindset practice i.e.: “I always know the right action to take.” Seriously, work out 
that mind muscle of yours and remember: it can be easy!

Let’s explore if something feels hard and that you’re not truly connecting to a single 
sentence of affirmation. Say you want to work out each day - but as we all know, some 
days feel a bit harder than others to get motivated - here’s a 3 part process to help get 
your mind on track for you. Start with an “I want” sentence i.e.: “I want to work out 
today, to feel proud of my body at the end of the day.” Then next step is to change 
that to an “I’m going to” sentence i.e.: “I’m going to work out today and feel proud of 
my body!” Then the final step is change that to the present tense, to something you’ve 
already got in your life i.e.: “I am proud of my body for the work-out I rocked out today!” 
Watch your mindset shift like magic. It CAN be that easy. Just go with the flow & work 
WITH yourself, not against. You are the commander of your mind. Grab the reins, baby!

Get your mindset working for you in 3 steps:
1. I want {insert action}__________________ because   

{insert result}__________________ 

2. I’m going to {insert action}__________________ 
because {insert result}__________________ 

3. I have {insert result}__________________ because I {insert completed 
action, as though it’s already done}__________________ 

Take the difficulty away from your life and get your drama via reality television or some 
other form! Life can be easy. Choose to give things a whirl and then review and progress 
from there. Here’s an affirmation you may like to try on for size: there’s no such thing as 
failure, only feedback. I truly believe this ~ and also believe that the feedback we get from 
experiences helps us further tune our life moving forward and more accurately pinpoint 
where we TRULY want to be. Here’s another one to try on: everything is working for us, 
if we choose to let it, to have the most epic experience of life whilst we’re here.

WHAT IS ‘ALIGNED ACTION’?

By aligned action I mean taking action that is aligned to your Treasure Map. It’s taking 
action that is results-based - as the results you want are things you’ve listed in your 
Treasure Map. Simply - it’s taking action that is beneficial, linked to a result you want 
& aligned to your soul’s callings & living the BEST life you can imagine for yourself. It’s 
empowering & fulfilling when you’ve taken aligned action in a day.
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OWN that you are the creator of your experience. Remember things only have meaning 
by the meaning we give them. We can get our minds on our side at any given moment. 
It is worthwhile including time for mindset work, conscious intention & affirmation every 
day to see us moving through our lives with more ease, flow and grace. And as our 
minds become more of an oasis and more on our side, it is even easier for us to take 
aligned action to get us rocking out our BEST soul-fuelled lives right now!

HOT  TIPS
• Use your main goals from Module 1 / PlaySheet 3 “My Self-Commitment Treasure 

Map” and type/write them out & stick them on the wall/somewhere you’ll see them 
often.

•  Rewrite your Treasure Map goals daily, always in the present tense as though they’re 
already your reality

• Sign up for Notes from the Universe to get emailed to you daily as a reminder of 
this incredible world of infinite potential we live in. You can include a couple of goals 
when you sign up & that feels AMAZING when your note from The Universe arrives 
one day & mentions your specific big goal. {Insert X-Files music here….}

• Download the app ‘I Am That I Am’ {available on IOS & Android}. You can record 
your own unique set of affirmations in your own voice, add brainwaves to them 
{which can help penetrate the ideas deeper into your subconscious} & have a go-to 
playlist of affirmations to play at any moment!  

• Set ‘Alarms’ in your phone/calendar to pop up at certain times of the day with 
particular affirmations - this can be SO handy to help change your state, be you own 
cheerleader, remind you of where you want to be & continually prompt you to pop 
back into your own Treasure Map for how you most want to live.

•  Record a video of you in a high energy state listing {in present tense} the main items 
on your Treasure Map. {It’s best to use a range of senses to truly integrate ideas and 
beliefs so if you have your Treasure Map goals written, recorded in audio & in video 
- triple blasts to shaking things up, baby!}

NOW is the time to explore your PlaySheet: 
‘My Soul-Fuelled Mindset Rituals To Assist Aligned Action’.
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DEVOTE TO VALUES + BELIEFS THAT DELIGHT YOU
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Create your personal & business manifestos to solidify 
your voice, focus, intentions & commitments.

We’ve done a lot of exploration into mindset, why it’s important, how we can take the 
reins and how it can affect our actions. Another element that comes out of repetition 
of consciously chosen affirmations is a shift in our values and beliefs. These are things 
that we’ve consciously or unconsciously chosen to believe to give our experience of 
reality ‘structure’ so we don’t feel the ‘chaos’ of the infinite potential of the Universe that 
we live in. As we saw in how we experience life, the values & beliefs we have are a part 
of how we give meaning to an event, which then affects our state and behaviour. As 
we’re all about designing the lives we TRULY want, let’s explore our values and beliefs a 
little further so as to purposefully create a reality that’s most radiant, inspiring & badass 
for US!

Listen ALWAYS to how you speak - especially when using terms like ‘never’, ‘always’, 
‘can’t’, ‘impossible’, ‘every time’ - these sorts of statements give as clues as to what we 
TRULY believe about a particular idea. Here’s some examples of negative statements 
you may say or hear: “I can’t be as successful as so and so.” “It’s impossible to be a 
millionaire.” “Every time I think I’m on top of things, something happens.” Some values 
and beliefs in those statements may be: ‘I’m not worthy of success’. ‘Wealth is only 
for some people.’ ‘Life is hard and full of drama.’ Here’s some examples of positive 
statements you may say or hear: “Things always find a way of working out for me!” 
“Every time I spend time on bettering myself, abundance shows up in my life.” “Never 
say never!” Some values and beliefs in those statements may be: ‘There is always a 
solution’. ‘I am lucky.’ ‘The more in tune I am with myself, the more rich my life becomes.’ 
‘My true wealth is linked to being my best self.’ If you notice something you don’t want 
to believe or value any more, STOP YOURSELF from repeating that sort of statement 
again. It will be clunky in the beginning and you may have to stop mid-sentence - but 
it’s worth it to commit to values & beliefs you truly want.

You can choose for it to be hard to change engrained values and beliefs. Or you can 
choose for it to be easy. Remember we have looked at your 5 year goals for the various 
facets of your life and had a think about if you ALREADY had those things, what would 
you treasure and consider of utmost importance? This is a way of reverse engineering to 
discover the values and beliefs that you would need to start engraining NOW! The best 
advice I can give you is to LISTEN UP. Listen to what you say, listen to what others say 
{because baby, there truly are energy vampires out there - language is powerful!} Listen 
to the subtext behind what I say here! Listen to what your favourite authors, speakers, 
idols are saying. You’ll become a values and beliefs HUNTER and this is an amazing 
skill as modelling is a kickass way to get somewhere faster in life. Modelling your idols. 
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And the best way to do that and to then take the right aligned action for YOU? Model 
their mindset, values and beliefs. So baby, listen up - that’s your on-going homework! 

Whilst we’re looking at values and beliefs - I’ve got to shine a big light on CREATIVITY! 
Using colourful & exciting adjectives {describing words} around the values, beliefs, 
mindset, affirmations you WANT really help amp up their power and energy. For 
example, PUMP UP the work that you do in your career/business. Yes, you could say 
you’re a teacher. OR you could say that you are an inspirer, a moulder of minds, leading 
a grassroots revolution every day to foster great minds and awesome humans to lead 
our next generation! Slight difference, right?! So get creative! There is no one saying 
what’s right or wrong - you can choose! You can also choose to use a thesaurus - it 
may be helpful! Remember this point for the next PlaySheet for the ‘I am in the business 
of’ point - please add your awesome creativity here and AMP UP your radness! Here’s 
one a carved out for me if it helps! I could say I am a designer, creator, coach, business-
owner, speaker and author. OR…… I am in the inspiration business - igniting & fostering 
soul-fuelled action for the purpose of unleashing your inner magic to experience sublime 
happiness, lighting up those around you & therefore leaving the world a bit better than 
you found it.

Here are some things I personally believe:

• I believe we need to embrace & express our inner magic in this lifetime.

• I believe our soul-fuelled expression is our legacy.

• I believe in taking daily action towards our biggest dreams.

• I believe in making bliss happen.

• I believe we need to LIVE INTO our best self. Right now.

• I believe in me. I believe in you. I believe in shaking the world with our passions.

Here are some other ideas that popped up that you may consider, like tasting wine at a 
winery or trying on a dress for size:

• There is no such thing as failure, only feedback

• Nothing has meaning but the meaning we give it

• I embrace my imperfections - my strength is in my vulnerability

• I am worthy of having all I want 

• I am creating abundance daily from being my true self

• I am already whole and complete

NOW is the time to explore your PlaySheet: 
‘My Soul-Fuelled Manifesto’.
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SET YOUR ROCK STEADY SOUL-
ALIGNED FOUNDATION
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Set unique practices to connect to your soul fire at any 
moment & establish your soul calibration compass to see you 

making aligned decisions moment to moment henceforth.

We looked at how quickly our brains can adapt and the way experiences are filtered 
through our minds and how our state affects our behaviour. Another thing that affects 
our state is our physiology - the way we sit, stand, walk, move - basically how we hold 
ourselves in the world. Knowing that this affects our state - it does prompt the notion 
to get us grooving where possible, standing up straighter, having great posture - - as 
I’m sure you know how you FEEL when you’re slumped over, slouching around - it’s 
not exactly energy-inducing nor helping us align with our soul-fuelled dreams & actions! 
Not to say rejuvenation isn’t important - just keep in mind everything is connected & 
we can change our state in an instant by how we move & hold our bodies. Physiology 
creates psychology.

CONNECTING TO YOUR INNER FIRE

Do what you need to do to shake things up when needed. Sometimes you’ll need to 
do some mindset work. Sometimes you’ll need to shake your booty. Sometimes you’ll 
need to throw everything at it because you’re feeling particularly funky. Sometimes it’ll 
take a moment. Sometimes it will take the best part of the day. Just commit until. 
Because you know what it feels like to be in the ZONE. You know what passion and 
excitement feel like. You know you are a powerful being who can garden the oasis of 
your mind and CHOOSE your state and your next decision. Baby, you’ve got the power! 
Here are some ideas to help you connect back in to your inner fire. Keep noticing what 
works for you & think back to what has helped you get connected to that inner magic 
of yours in the past.

• Work out - whether a walk or a full blown sweat sesh, it helps release the feel-good 
hormones & get your mind and physical body pumped

• Dance - shake that tail feather like nobody is watching, it’s the best kind! 

• Sit straight - hold yourself as if you were ridiculously proud of yourself, remember 
our physiology affects our state
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• Remember a time you ROCKED - get yourself into that zone, thinking/feeling/
seeing what went down

• Breathe deeply, right into your belly and completely out, at least 3 times - when 
we’re in the zone we breathe fully & deeply - when we’re stressed and in our ‘logical’ 
brain we’re often breathing shallow & fast. Change your breathing to where you 
WANT to be

• Pump tunes you DIG and wiggle a little bittle - even have an inspiring playlist at the 
ready for when needed

• Get into nature, look up at the sky, sink your feet into the earth - connect to the 
natural world

• Journal - use a prompt or two & see what flows or just start writing what’s on your 
mind

• Meditate - this may help clear your mind of ‘clutter’ and get you back into your truth

• Water it up - this may mean a big ol’ drink, or perhaps a shower, bath or swim - 
we’re around 60% water - immersing may help relax you into your intuitive mind.

HOT TIPS TO GET WHAT MATTERS, DONE

A question I love to ask myself is: “What’s the next right move?” Check out this 
LEGENDARY video of Oprah explaining this self-query along with the idea that we are 
NEVER off course in our lives & that there is no such thing as failure. 

Think of your days in terms of a champagne glass tower. You have your very top tier 
being YOU - though we forget this somehow even though it all flows down! YOU need 
to be filled first, so at least one of your top priorities of the day needs to include self-care. 
Because when we’re not full, there’s nothing to flow down to the rest. A champagne 
desert if you will. Not as much fun as flowing bubbly, right? Then you need to know 
your next level top 5 priorities. These are generally items that will be the same day in 
& day out that you NEED to address before moving onto the other tiers. SO often we 
don’t illustrate for ourselves the top priorities that TRULY matter to our most soul-fuelled 
lives and we let things that don’t matter as much, matter more. Basically we need to 
put first things first. We’ll all have a different set of top 5 items, but we do need to be 
clear on what they are for us. At least until they become such habit {such as showering, 
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brushing your teeth} that you KNOW they’ll get handled without conscious effort. You 
might already have some of your top 5 priorities functioning like that in your life - rock on, 
legend! Something else can be in your list until you also make it automated in your life.

• Post-it note your productivity zone with your top 5 priorities so you KNOW what you 
need to put above all else

• Use the pomodoro technique - basically 25 minutes of complete focus {timed} then 
a 5 minute break - even if you give yourself ONE block of 25 minutes to get items 
done & see where you go from there. It may help you get what you need to get done 
WAY faster - ripping off the bandaid method!

• Get your browser working for you! Use Chrome as your computer’s internet browser 
if you’re not already. It’s the bomb. Use ‘Momentum’ {it’s a free app} as your default 
screen when you open the browser/new tab. It has a different nature photo every 
day from somewhere gorgeous in the world, you can customise to add your focus 
for the day along with a to-do list, it can put your name & local weather there also 
AND it has a new quote each day. Boom.

• Don’t be so serious - look at ways to bring more playfulness & lightness into your 
days - it will make things MUCH easier, promise!

• If you’re a writer - use a distraction-free no-frills full-screen writing app like Byword 
- you’ll notice the difference

• Schedule blocks of time for what matters. Seriously. Things that get scheduled get 
done. Preparation works.

• Use an app like Rainy Cafe for some background noise if that helps you create - 
definitely works a gem for me!

• Create a distraction free zone where possible. That includes social media. You can 
use apps like Self Control to ‘ban’ yourself from social media or certain websites for 
a particular length of time.

•  Just commit, seriously commit, to getting it done - no matter what. Keep dusting 
yourself off if distractions occur & get back into it. You’ll cultivate grit, courage & 
confidence in yourself - it will accumulate!
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“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how 
the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have 
done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually 

in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; 
who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and 

again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; 
but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great 

enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a 
worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of 
high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails 
while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those 

cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”
~   T H E O D O R E  R O O S E V E L T

YOU are the designer of your one beautiful soul-fuelled life. You create your ‘normal’. 
You can connect to your soul fire whenever you want to. Moment by moment, decision 
by decision, you are building your destiny. And YOU are beautifully capable of steering 
back on track should you err off course. Make the path home easy for you. Remember, 
most people are living unconsciously, letting whatever blows their way, lead their way. 
You are in the minority. Lead like you mean it, baby. LIVE like you mean it!

NOW is the time to explore your PlaySheet: 
‘My Soul Calibration Compass’.
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#soulfuelledselfmade

#makeblisshappen

#blissinventive
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